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ABSTRACT: Targeting the complement component 3a receptor
(C3aR) with selective agonists or antagonists is believed to be a viable
therapeutic option for several diseases such as stroke, heart attack,
reperfusion injuries, and rheumatoid arthritis. We designed a number of
agonists, partial agonists, and antagonists of C3aR using our two-stage
de novo protein design framework. Of the peptides tested using a
degranulation assay in C3aR-transfected rat basophilic leukemia cells,
two were prominent agonists (EC50 values of 25.3 and 66.2 nM) and
two others were partial agonists (IC50 values of 15.4 and 26.1 nM).
Further testing of these lead compounds in a calcium flux assay in U937
cells yielded similar results although with reduced potencies compared
to transfected cells. The partial agonists also displayed full antagonist
activity when tested in a C3aR inhibition assay. In addition, the
electrostatic potential profile was shown to potentially discriminate between full agonists and partial agonists.

■ INTRODUCTION
The complement system is an important part of the immune
system and is involved in aiding clearance of immune
complexes, debris removal, opsonization, inflammation, and
cell lysis.1 Improper activation of the complement system,
however, can cause tissue injury in various pathological
conditions and contributes to several immune diseases,
including stroke, heart attack, adult respiratory distress
syndrome, septic shock, inflammatory bowl disease, reperfusion
injuries, asthma, rheumatoid arthritis, psoriasis, and rejection of
xenotransplantation.1−3 One possibility to prevent this
improper activation is to target the complement component
3a receptor, or C3aR.
C3aR is a G protein-coupled receptor protein that is targeted

by C3a, an anaphylatoxin that mediates the proinflammatory
activities of the complement system. C3a is a 77-residue
cationic peptide that is derived from the cleavage of the amino-
terminus of the α-chains of C3. Besides mediating proin-

flammatory activities, C3a possibly has opposing immuno-
logical roles in some cellular systems.4 C3a is known to be a
chemoattractant and secretagogue for eosinophils and mast
cells4−8 and a mediator of smooth muscle contraction.4,9 In
addition, in vitro studies have shown that C3a can suppress or
enhance cytokine production which may indicate that C3a is
involved in secondary cytokine release and thus inflammatory
and immune effects at local sites of inflammation.4,10−12

C3a is a potent mediator considering that only micromolar
or submicromolar concentrations of C3a are sufficient to elicit
its biological effects.13 Earlier work by Ember et al.13 identified
a potent C3aR agonist: WWGKKYRASKLGLAR. More
recently, Scully et al.14 have reported potent hexapeptide
agonists and antagonists that are selective for C3aR: FLPLAR,
FIPLAR, FWTLAR, FLTLAR (agonists), and FLTChaAR
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(antagonist). Given the potential immunomodulatory role of
C3a in several diseases, targeting the C3aR with selective
agonists or antagonists is a viable therapeutic option.15

Our de novo protein design framework was applied to the
design of novel agonists and antagonists of C3aR, and our best
predictions were experimentally validated using a rat basophilic
leukemia cell degranulation assay and a monocytic cell calcium
flux assay. The de novo protein design framework is a first-
principles, computational predictive framework that determines
amino acid sequences that are energetically favorable in a given
three-dimensional (3D) template structure.16−19 The sequen-
ces can be further validated to be candidate binders of a target
protein.20,21 For the design of C3aR agonists and antagonists,
we utilized the 3D structure of the endogenous ligand for
C3aR, C3a. The two-stage framework first generates low-energy
amino acid sequences and then ranks these sequences based on
a fold specificity or an approximate binding affinity. Fold
specificity measures how likely the amino acid sequence will
adopt the template structure while approximate binding affinity
determines how likely the designed peptide or protein will bind
to a target protein. For this design, we used only the fold
specificity validation metric because structural information of
the C3a:C3aR complex, which is necessary to compute the
approximate binding affinity, was unavailable in the open
literature.
Key features of the de novo protein design framework

include the use of deterministic global optimization for
sequence selection (determining amino acid sequences that
will fold into given template structure),18 a computationally
efficient fold specificity metric that can sample hundreds of
conformational structures in minutes,19 and an approximate
binding affinity metric that is a measure of the functionality of
the designed sequences.20,21 Both stages incorporate protein
flexibility by introducing the flexibility of the template structure
in the sequence selection stage and by generating thousands of
flexible conformations of the designed sequences in the
validation stage. Our framework has achieved numerous
successes including the full sequence design of human-β-
defensin-219 and numerous experimentally validated peptides
including compstatin inhibitors of human C3,20,22 HIV-1 gp41
inhibitors,21 and Bak inhibitors of Bcl-xL and Bcl-2.23 These
successes have wide applicability to many diseases, including
immune diseases, AIDS, and cancer.

■ RESULTS

Computational Design. The de novo protein design
framework was used to design agonists and antagonists of C3aR
by designing amino acid sequences that would adopt the C3a
fold. In this case, because structural information of the
C3a:C3aR complex was unknown, we were only able to use
our fold specificity ranking metric to determine likely C3aR
agonists and antagonists. A summary of this method is provided
in the Materials and Methods section, and details can be found
in the Supporting Information.
Five separate design runs were performed, each one differing

in what mutations were allowed. Table 1 presents the designed
sequences from the latter two runs, along with the sequences
designed by Ember et al.13 (E1 and E2) and two sequences
from our preliminary work on this system (S3 and S4).24

Details on all five runs can be found in the Materials and
Methods section, and designed sequences from all five runs can
be found in the Supporting Information. The de novo protein

design method is freely available to the scientific community at
www.proteinwisdom.org.
In run 4, position 71 consists solely of negatively charged

amino acids while position 70 is very varied and mutates to Thr,
Tyr, Leu, Ala, Gly, Cys, and Val. Run 5 is interesting in that it
ranks negatively charged amino acid mutations in position 65
first and second. This disrupts the +3 charge seen in the native
sequence. In fact, the native amino acid of Arg is ranked 10 out
of 12 possible sequences.

Experimental Validation. Seven of the designed sequen-
ces were selected for synthesis (SQ074−4, SQ062−4, SQ110−
4, SQ060−4, SQ007−5, SQ002−5, SQ010−5) in addition to
S3, S4, and the two peptides by Ember et al.13 (E1 and E2) for
comparison. Peptides were selected from runs 4 and 5. Runs
1−3 provided information on what positions to fix to S4 or
mutate, which then motivated runs 4 and 5 (described in the
Materials and Methods section). The top three sequences from
run 4 based on fold specificity were selected along with the

Table 1. Sequence Selection and Fold Specificity Results for
C3a Agonists/Antagonistsa

aRankings are given for sequence selection (lowest energy =1, E) and
fold specificity (highest specificity = 1, fspec). Mutations away from
native C3a are indicated in bold. * Indicates experimentally tested
compound.
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eighth ranked sequences because it retained the native Ala in
position 70. The top two sequences from run 5 based on fold
specificity were selected in addition to the sixth ranked
sequence based upon inspection.
Both the agonist and antagonist activity of the designed

sequences were measured. Experiments were carried out in the
rat basophilic leukemia cell line (RBL-2H3), which resembles a
rat serosal mast cell. This cell line is transfected with human

receptors for C5a (C5aR/CD88) or C3a (C3aR). Cells that
have been exposed to a stimulus (such as the C3a peptides)
secrete β-hexosaminidase from intracellular granules, providing
a read-out of receptor activity. The level of secretion induced by
each peptide is shown relative to the maximal secretion
stimulated by a high dose of recombinant human C3a or an
analogue of the C-terminus of C3a, FLPLAR, and is reported as
EC50, the half-maximal effective concentration (Table 2A).

Table 2. Agonist and Antagonist Activities of Peptide Sequencesa

no. name Log EC50 SEM significance EC50 (nM) M (%) SEM significance n

(A)
1 S4 −6.71 0.28 ns 194 35 4.1 ns 6
2 S3 −6.00 0.36 ns 1001 29 5.6 *** 6
3 E1 −6.77 0.36 170 38 4.9 6
4 E2 −6.17 0.20 ns 675 62 5.9 *** 6
5 SQ074−4 −6.47 0.27 ns 337 43 5.0 ns 6
6 SQ062−4 −6.15 0.25 ns 715 45 5.4 ns 6
7 SQ110−4 −7.60 0.20 * 25.3 72 4.7 *** 7
8 SQ060−4 −7.18 0.16 ns 66.2 79 4.7 *** 6
9 SQ007−5 −6.65 0.81 ns 225 14 4.8 *** 8
10 SQ002−5 −7.45 0.50 ns 35.5 22 3.7 *** 8
11 SQ010−5 −6.83 1.09 ns 146 13 5.8 *** 6
12 S4-noAc −7.09 0.30 ns 81.6 37 4.4 ns 6
no. name Log IC50 SEM significance IC50 (nM) M (%) SEM significance n

(B)
1 S4 −7.30 0.24 ns 50.2 47 4.6 *** 5
2 S3 −7.63 0.27 ns 23.4 42 4.4 * 5
3 E1 −7.96 0.40 10.9 52 4.2 5
4 E2 −8.73 1.40 ns 1.85 62.5 4.5 * 5
5 SQ074−4 −8.30 0.55 ns 5.06 60 3.6 ns 5
6 SQ062−4 −8.11 0.54 ns 7.80 60 4.3 ns 5
7 SQ110−4 −8.04 0.83 ns 9.20 70 4.6 *** 5
8 SQ060−4 −8.34 1.37 ns 4.58 68 5.9 *** 5
9 SQ007−5 −7.81 0.30 ns 15.4 24 5.9 *** 4
10 SQ002−5 −7.58 0.30 ns 26.1 35 6.1 *** 5
11 SQ010−5 −7.20 0.28 ns 63.0 40 6.7 ** 5
12 S4-noAc −7.91 0.54 ns 12.4 63 5.2 * 5

a(A) Agonist activity of peptides using RBL-C3aR cells is shown as Log EC50 (± SEM), EC50 in nM, and as a calculated maximum (M ± SEM)
relative to levels of secretion stimulated by an optimal concentration of C3a or FLPLAR. (B) Antagonist activity of peptides using RBL-C3aR cells is
shown as Log IC50 (± SEM), IC50 in nM, and as a calculated minimum (M ± SEM) relative to levels of secretion stimulated by an optimal
concentration of C3a or FLPLAR. S4-noAC was the same sequence as S4 but with no N-terminal acetylation. Significance calculated using one-way
ANOVA with Dunnetts multiple comparison post-test. ns >0.05, * < 0.05, ** < 0.005, *** < 0.001, compared to no. 3, peptide E1.

Figure 1. Agonist and antagonist activities of selected peptides. (A) Agonist activity. RBL-C3aR cells were treated with the indicated concentrations
of peptides and receptor activation measured by β-hexosaminidase secretion. Data are the means of a representative experiment performed in
duplicate and are shown as a percentage of the maximal response. (B) Antagonist activity. RBL-C3aR cells were treated with the indicated
concentrations of peptides before the addition of an optimal concentration of C3aR agonist peptide FLPLAR. Data are the means ± SEM of five
experiments performed in duplicate and are shown as a percentage of the response to FLPLAR alone. A one-sample t test was used to determine if
means were significantly different to 100%; ***: p < 0.0001; **: p < 0.001.
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Antagonist activity was measured as the inhibition of the
response to the same high dose of either C3a or FLPLAR,
following a preincubation with peptide and is reported as IC50,
the half-minimal inhibitory concentration (Table 2B). Dose
response curves for two selected agonists and two antagonists
are shown in Figure 1.
All the peptides had a degree of agonist activity, but two

peptides showed strong agonistic properties (SQ110−4,
SQ060−4), with EC50 values of 25.3 nM and 66.2 nM,
respectively, stimulating secretion to 72% and 79% of the
maximal response (Table 2A). The full dose−response curves
for these peptides are shown in Figure 1A. In contrast, the
previously reported “superagonist” peptide E113 stimulated
only 38% of the maximal response, with an EC50 of 170 nM
(Table 2A). We then tested the peptides for their ability to
antagonize C3a activity and, again, all of the peptides had some
antagonist activity at low nanomolar concentrations. Two
peptides (SQ007−5, SQ002−5) that suppressed C3a activity to
24% and 35% of the maximal response, with IC50 values of 15.4
and 26.1 nM, respectively, were selected for further study. Their
weak agonist effects are shown in Figure 1A, and their
suppression of the response to FLPLAR is shown in Figure 1B.
The suppression of the peptide response was less than for C3a,
at 48% and 61% of the maximal, but with IC50 values of 0.95
and 1.6 nM, respectively (Table 2B).
When tested on RBL cells expressing human C5aR, none of

the peptides had any agonist or antagonist activity at
concentrations of up to 1 μM (data not shown), indicating
that the peptides are selective for C3aR.
To further test the activities of the peptides SQ110−4,

SQ060−4, SQ007−5, and SQ002−5, experiments were
performed in dbcAMP differentiated U937 cells. As with the
β-hexosaminidase assays in RBL-transfected cells, peptides
SQ110−4 and SQ060−4 again displayed strong agonistic
activity, with calculated EC50 values of 0.80 and 0.49 μM,
respectively, and inducing 81% and 74% of the maximal
response (Table 3A, Figure 2A). Again, similar to the
transfected system, peptides SQ007−5 and SQ002−5 displayed
more partial agonist effects in U937 cells, inducing 62% and
59% of the maximal response, with calculated EC50 values of 2.0
and 0.66 μM, respectively (Table 3A, Figure 2B). Although
displaying mixed partial agonist responses, both SQ007−5 and

SQ002−5 had full antagonistic activity, with 100 μM of the
peptides completely blocking a FLPLAR induced response.
Antagonist IC50 values of 8.95 and 1.12 μM were calculated for
SQ110−4 and SQ060−4, respectively (Table 3B, Figure 2C).

Electrostatic Contributions to the Mechanism of
Binding. Charge plays significant role in the function of C3a.
First, C3a is a cationic protein, and second, C3a function is
mediated by its C-terminal amino acid Arg77, which is
positively charged. It is known that the C-terminal arginine of
C3a (and homologous C5a) is indispensable for binding and
biological activity (e.g., Morikis et al.,3 Ember et al.,13 Scully et
al.,14 and references therein). In addition, Ember et al.13 points
out the importance of charge because of the presence of
conserved arginines at the C-terminus of C3a from various
species. These observations indicate the significance of
considering charge in the design of our peptides. In addition,
in a study of short cyclic peptides derived from the C-terminus
of C5a, the C-terminal arginine was replaced by the neutral
arginine-like amino acid citruline in two peptides, PMX200 and
PMX201. This replacement in PMX200 resulted in 87-fold loss
of binding affinity and 335-fold loss of antagonist activity
compared to its parent peptide PMX205. The same
replacement in PMX201 resulted in 16-fold loss of binding
affinity and 293-fold loss of antagonist activity compared to its
parent peptide PMX53.25

The 15-amino acid C-terminal segment of C3a, used for our
peptide design, is highly cationic with side chain net charge +4
across residues 63−77 and +3 across residues 63−72 (assuming
His67 and His72 are neutral). The +3 charge across residues
63−72 was maintained in runs 1−4 of our design by imposing a
physicochemical constraint, however, this constraint was
dropped for run 5. Because of the role of charge in the
function of C3a and in the agonist/antagonist activities of C3a-
derived peptides, we present here an analysis of electrostatic
potentials. Table 1−3 show that the location of charged amino
acids in the peptide discriminates agonist from partial agonist
activities. For example, the two full agonists, SQ110−4 and
SQ060−4, have a negatively charged amino acid at position 71,
whereas the two partial agonists, SQ007−5 and SQ002−5, have
a negatively charged amino acid at position 65. In both cases,
full and partial agonists, the side chain net charge is +4 across
residues 63−77, which makes charge nondiscriminatory for
agonism/antagonism. Electrostatic potentials are more in-
formative than net charge or the location of individual charges
within the peptide sequence. This is because electrostatic
potentials account for the variable dielectric environment of the
protein−solvent system and for the ionic environment of the
solvent, with both dielectric and ionic properties influencing
(screening) electrostatic interactions within the peptides. In
addition, proximity of charges within the structure can produce
additive or subtractive effects in the electrostatic potentials
which affect ligand−receptor recognition. This is information
not available when examining charges alone. Figure 3 shows
hierarchical clustering of the electrostatic potentials of the
designed peptides at ionic strengths corresponding to salt
concentrations of 0 and 150 mM. By performing electrostatic
clustering analysis with no counterions, electrostatic potentials
are more exaggerated presenting global differences in electro-
statics, which can affect long-range recognition. Where
electrostatic clustering performed with 150 mM of counterions,
on the other hand, captures local differences that may affect
specific interactions involved in binding. Figure 3 depicts the
two full agonists, SQ110−4 and SQ060−4, cluster together and

Table 3. Agonist and Antagonist Activities of Peptide
Sequences of Interesta

no. name Log EC50 EC50 (nM) M (%)

(A)
7 SQ110−4 −6.10 (0.18) 797 81
8 SQ060−4 −6.31 (0.22) 487.4 74
9 SQ007−5 −4.58 (0.39) 2002 62
10 SQ002−5 −6.18 (0.31) 654.9 59
no. name Log IC50 IC50 (nM) M (%)

(B)
9 SQ007−5 −5.05 (0.21) 8946 0
10 SQ002−5 −5.95 (0.34) 1121 6

a(A) Agonist activity of peptides in U937 cells is displayed as Log
EC50 (± SEM), EC50 in nM, and as a calculated maximum (M) relative
to the response of the cells to 10 μM of the C3aR agonist, FLPLAR.
(B) Antagonists activity of peptides in U937 cells is displayed as Log
IC50 (±SEM), IC50 in nM, and as a calculated minimum (M) relative
to the response of the cells to 10 μM of the C3aR agonist, FLPLAR,
following treatment with the peptides of interest. n = 3−6.
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the two partial agonists, SQ007−5 and SQ002−5, cluster
together, but separately from the full agonists, at both 0 and

150 mM. Because the agonists and partial agonists cluster
separately in both the 0 and 150 mM clustering, this indicates

Figure 2. Agonist and antagonist activities of selected peptides. Agonist activity was measured for peptides SQ110−4 and SQ060−4 (A) and
SQ007−5 and SQ002−5 (B). Dibutyryl cAMP differentiated U937 cells were treated with the peptides of interest and receptor activation measured
by intracellular calcium mobilization. Following treatment with peptides SQ007−5 and SQ002−5, 10 μM of the C3aR agonist, FLPLAR, was added
and antagonist activity of the peptides measured (C). Data is displayed as the mean ± SEM n = 3−6.

Figure 3. Hierarchical clustering dendrogram of spatial distributions of electrostatic potentials for the 12 experimentally tested peptides of Table 2
and four native peptides with different combinations of histidine tautomers. Electrostatic potentials were calculated at 0 mM ionic strength (A) and
150 mM ionic strength (B). Isopotential surfaces are shown at two different orientations rotated about the vertical axis and are plotted at ±2.5 kBT/e
(0 mM) and ±1 kBT/e (150 mM), with blue and red denoting positive and negative electrostatic potential, respectively. The net charge (Q) of the
sequences is given and is calculated by taking into account the charged side chains and the negatively charged backbone at the unblocked C-termini
(and the positively charged backbone at the N-terminus of S4-noAc). Native peptide His67 and His72 protonation is as follows: (i) C3a-cterm,
His67/His72 neutral; (ii) C3a-cterm HIP5, His67 charged, His72 neutral; (iii) C3a-cterm HIP10, His67 neutral, His72 charged; and (iv) C3a-cterm
HIP5/10, His67/His72 charged.
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that both local and global effects contribute to agonist and
partial agonist activities and suggests a key role for electro-
statics. Therefore, the electrostatic potential profile has
potentially predictive value, together with the locations of
specific amino acid types within the peptide sequences, for the
determination of agonist or partial agonist activity. For
completion, we have included in Figure 3 all 12 peptides of
Table 2 for which we collected experimental data, and three
additional sequences of the native peptide in which each or
both histidines, His67 and His72, are protonated (charged).
The alternative charged states of the native C3a sequence were
also analyzed to identify any similarities between the designed
analogues and the four potential charged states of the parent
peptide. Histidine protonation can result in peptide net charge
increase to +5 (single protonated histidine) or +6 (two
protonated histidines). On the basis of the electrostatic
clustering results, the electrostatic potentials of all of the
newly designed sequences are distinct from that of the native
sequence, even when considering alternative charge states of
histidine.

■ DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The de novo protein design framework was applied to the
design of C3aR agonists and antagonists. Because structural
information on the C3a:C3aR complex was unknown, the
design employed the structure of C3a and identified short
sequences (15 residues) that were favorable in the C3a folded
structure.
The computational results provided a number of strong

patterns in the mutations of C3a. In particular, the introduction
of negatively charged amino acids in positions 65 and 71
elucidated a number of potent agonists and partial agonists. For
the majority of the computational runs, a charge of +3 across
residues 63−69 was imposed to mimic the charge of the native
peptide. However, the best antagonists have either Asp or Glu
in position 65, bringing the side chain net charge across
residues 63−69 down to +1.
Of the seven designed peptides initially tested in our

transfected cell system, two were prominent agonists while two
others were partial agonists with prominent antagonist activity.
These peptides were selected for further testing using a more
direct measure of receptor activation with a cell line natively
expressing C3aR.26 Both systems were able to distinguish
between the prominent agonists and partial agonists, although
potency of these compounds in the native C3aR expressing cell
line was lower than that in the transfected cell system.
The two partial agonist peptides were also able to inhibit the

activity of both intact C3a and an analogue of the C-terminus of
C3a. Ligand binding to C3aR and C5aR involves the
cooperation of at least two sites on the receptor. For C3aR,
one site comprises charged residues in the very large second
extracellular loop but binding here does not lead to receptor
activation. Instead, a second binding site located in the pore
formed by the helical transmembrane domains must be
engaged.27 For C5aR, the first site is located at the receptor
N-terminus but the second site has similarities with that of
C3aR and some charged residues have been identified that are
common to both receptors.27 For C5aR, it is clear that the C-
terminus of C5a binds in the transmembrane pores, and so C-
terminal peptides of C5a will activate the receptor even when
the N-terminus of the receptor has been removed. By analogy,
we would expect the C-terminus of C3a to interact with C3aR
in a similar way and there is some experimental data to support

this view.27 It is thus likely that the family of peptides described
here interact with residues in the transmembrane domains of
C3aR because they are similar to the C-terminus of C3a and
also can antagonize the activity of another peptide (FLPLAR)
derived from the C3a C-terminus.
Examination of the sequences of the four most potent

peptides (nos. 7, 8, 9 and 10) allowed us to gain insight into
specific physicochemical properties of their function. In
addition to the LGLAR C-terminal sequence, the potent
agonists (nos. 7 and 8) contained the N-terminal sequence
WWTRRWR and only differed in position 70, with no. 7
mutating to the small amino acid Gly and no. 8 retaining the
native Ala. The presence of two N-terminal Trp and an
additional aromatic amino acid (Trp) at position 68 suggests
the possibility for aromatic ring π-stacking that stabilizes the
structure of the peptides. This type of interaction may be
necessary to stabilize the C-terminal sequence LGLAR, while
allowing some flexibility, in a conformation that facilitates
interaction with C3aR. It is likely that these aromatic amino
acids act as a scaffold, in the absence of the remaining C3a
sequence, to orient Arg77 in a proper conformation for
interaction with C3aR amino acids. The aromatic amino acids
may form hydrophobic and/or π-cation contacts with C5aR.
We expect the remaining amino acids of LGLAR to form
favorable contacts because they are part of the C3a binding site.
In the case of the two better partial agonists (nos. 9 and 10),
the only difference was Asp65 for no. 9 and Glu65 for no. 10.
Despite this difference, both sequences had a negatively
charged amino acid in position 65.
Of particular interest is the net charge of the potent peptides.

All four peptides had a side chain net charge of +4 across the
entire 15-residue peptide. However the agonists had a charge of
+3 across residues 63−69 while the partial agonists had a
charge of +2 across these positions. This difference in charged
areas was seen in hierarchical clustering of electrostatic
potentials, where the two agonists clustered together and the
two partial agonists clustered together, but separately from the
agonists.
On the basis of the above analysis, the main characteristics

for agonist activity were: (i) C-terminal sequence LGLAR, (ii)
N-terminal sequence WWTRRWR, (iii) Gly or Ala in position
70, and (iv) side chain net charge of +4 with a charge of +3
across positions 63−69. Similarly, the main characteristics for
partial agonist activity were: (i) C-terminal sequence LGLAR,
(ii) N-terminal sequence WW, (iii) negatively charged amino
acid (D/E) in position 65, and (iv) side chain net charge of +4
with a charge of +2 across positions 63−69. These findings are
important for further sequence optimization using our
computational protocol in which sequence segments
W63W(D/E)65 and L73GLAR77 may be considered indis-
pensable for activity if the side chain net charge is +4, whereas
the remaining seven amino acids may be amenable to further
optimization. Incorporation of non-natural amino acids may be
necessary to improve antagonist activity.
This work highlights the success of the protein design

framework. In this case, structural information on the binding
site was unknown, so the design was driven by fold specificities.
Because structure often implies function, this is a good measure
to use when structural binding data is unavailable.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Computational De Novo Design. A two-stage de novo protein

design framework16−21 was applied to the design of C3a analogues.
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The first stage selects amino acid sequences using either a single
template or multiple templates defined only by either the Cα positions
or the side chain centroids of the template(s). The second stage ranks
the sequences from stage one based upon their fold specificity, a
measure of how well the sequences assume the template fold. In
addition to the design template, mutation sets, biological constraints,
and a forcefield are also specified for the calculations. Components
specific to the design of C3aR agonists and antagonists are described
below, while details about the framework can be found in the
Supporting Information.
Five separate design runs were performed. For each run, the design

template and forcefield were kept constant but the allowed mutations
were varied. For runs 1−3, 1000 sequences were generated in stage
one. For run 4 and run 5, all sequences were generated because the
computational complexity was so small (132 and 12 sequences total,
respectively). Once the sequences were generated in stage one, fold
specificity calculations from stage two were performed in order to rank
the sequences based upon the likelihood of assuming the template
fold.28−34

Design Template. The three-dimensional structure of C3a was
first elucidated by Huber et al.35 using X-ray crystallography at a
relatively low resolution of 3.2 Å. However, the structure did not
encompass residues 1−12, owing to the presence of either a
disordered or mobile ordered structure with respect to the rest of
C3a.3

The overall structure of C3a resembles a drumstick that has very
little core. Disulfide bridges exist between Cys22−Cys49, Cys23−
Cys56, and Cys36−Cys57. These S−S bonds keep the shape of the
head of the drumstick structure, and the long carboxy-terminal helix
(residues 47−69) forms the stick of the drumstick. Besides the one
present in the carboxy-terminus, helices are also found in residue
segments 17−23 and 37−41 in the crystal structure. Salt bridges that
contribute to packing interactions in C3a are: Glu24−Arg20, Asp25−
Arg28, Glu62−Arg65, and weaker ones are observed in Asp25−Arg39,
Asp55−Lys51, Glu24−Lys17, and Glu47−Lys50.
A flexible design template was generated using molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations with explicit water molecules as solvent. The initial
structure for the MD simulations was constructed as a composite of
the C3a domain of the crystal structure of C3 for amino acids Val1−
Ala69 (PDB code: 2A73)36 and the crystal structure of C3a for amino
acids Ser70−Arg76 (coordinates kindly provided by Prof. Huber; in
Supporting Information of Morikis et al.3). Construction of the
composite structure was necessary because the C3a structure is
missing the first α helix, whereas the C3 structure is missing the 7 C-
terminal amino acids. The MD simulation was performed for 10 ns,
using the program CHARMM.37 MD snapshots were saved every 1 ns.
Figure 4 shows the flexible design template. Because previous

potent analogues of C3a consisted of only the last 21 or 15 residues of

C3a13 and the current binding model of C3a to C3aR suggests
interaction between residues 69−77 of C3a to helices 4 and 5−7 of
C3aR,24 only these last residues were considered for the design. These
last 15 residues are shown in red in Figure 4.
Mutation Sets. The mutation set specifies which positions can

mutate and to what set of amino acids. In the most general sense,
every position could be allowed to mutate to all 20 amino acids. To
decrease the computational complexity, solvent accessible surface areas

of each position or experimental knowledge are used to constrain the
number of mutations allowed at each position. As previously stated,
only positions 63−77 were designed. The last five residues (LGLAR)
of C3a are highly conserved among animal species13 and so were fixed
to the native sequence. These residues are considered to be the
primary binding site of C3a to C3aR. Previous computational work by
Fung24 elucidated potential candidates for C3a agonists/antagonists
w i th sequences o f WWTRRYRASKLGLAR (S3) and
WWTRRWRASKLGLAR (S4). Upon the basis of these two
sequences, the two mutations to Trp in positions 63 and 64 were
imposed and the remaining positions (65−72) were allowed to mutate
in five separate computational runs.

The first mutation set (MS1) allowed positions 65−68 to mutate.
The second mutation set (MS2) allowed positions 70−72 to mutate.
The third mutation set (MS3) allowed positions 65 and 70−71 to
mutate. The fourth and fifth mutation sets (MS4 and MS5,
respectively) split MS3 into two separate runs: MS4 allowed only
positions 70 and 71 to mutate, while MS5 allowed only position 65 to
mutate. The allowable amino acids at each mutable position were
determined by solvent accessible surface area. If a position was more
than 50% exposed to solvent, hydrophilic amino acids were allowed, if
a position was less than 20% exposed to solvent, hydrophobic amino
acids were allowed. Finally, if the exposure was between 20% and 50%,
all amino acids were allowed. Positions that were not allowed to

mutate were fixed to the sequence of S4. Table 4 provides details
about each mutation set along with the native sequence of C3a, the
sequence of S4, and the sequence by Ember et al.13 (E1). Positions 1−
62 were fixed as the native sequence.

MS4 and MS5 were motivated by the fact that some of the results
using MS1 exhibited the mutations seen in the S4 and S3 sequences
from Fung.24 Using MS1, positions 66 and 67 showed a predominance
of Arg, which appears in positions 66 and 67 in both S4 and S3. Thus
we decided to fix these two positions to Arg. Position 68 was fixed to
Trp because a large hydrophobic amino acid was present in this
position in S3, S4, and the “superagonist” elucidated by Ember et al.13

MS2 showed mutations to Asp and Glu in position 71 and some

Figure 4. Flexible design template of C3a (superposition of 10 MD
snapshots). The last 15 residues are colored in red.

Table 4. Mutation Sets for C3aa

aTwo sequences (native and S4) are given for reference. A dash (−)
indicates that position is fixed with respect to the amino acid in S4.
Sequence numbering is with respect to the full C3a sequence.
Mutations away from the native sequence of C3a are indicated in bold.
For MS1−MS5, B indicates hydrophobic amino acids (A, C, G, I, L,
M, F, T, W, Y, V) and Z indicates hydrophilic amino acids (A, R, N, D,
Q, E, G, H, K, P, S, T). The native residue was also always allowed at
each mutable position. Computational complexity is defined as bnzm,
where b and z are the number of amino acids in each hydrophobic and
hydrophilic set, respectively, and n and m the number of their
respective mutable sequence positions.
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retention of the native amino acid in position 70. We decided to allow
these two positions to mutate but fixed position 72 to Lys, which is the
mutation identified by Ember et al.,13 S3, and S4. The remaining
mutable positions (65, 70, and 71) were allowed to vary in MS3, which
was then split into two separate runs, allowing only position 65 to
mutate in MS5 and only positions 70 and 71 to mutate in MS4. Table
1 provides the top 10 sequences from runs 4 and 5 (using MS4 and
MS5, respectively) ranked according to fold specificity. Additionally,
the sequences of native C3a, S3, S4, and two potent sequences from
Ember et al.13 (E1 and E2) are provided for comparison.
Biological Constraints. One biological constraint was imposed on

the design. For runs 1−4 (corresponding to MS1−MS4), a charge of
+3 between residues 63 and 69 was imposed. This is the charge
between those residues in the native sequence.
Peptide Synthesis for Experimental Studies. The peptides

were synthesized by GenScript (Piscataway, NJ) with acetylated N-
termini, unless otherwise noted, and in quantities of 1−4 mg at >95%
purity. Purity was confirmed with HPLC. The C-terminus was
unblocked in all peptides.
Rat Basophilic Leukemia Cell Degranulation Assay. RBL-2H3

cells transfected with either human C5aR or human C3aR38 were
routinely cultured in Dulbeccos Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM),
10% (v/v) fetal calf serum, and 400 mg/Liter G-418 at 37 C in 5%
CO2. Degranulation was measured by assaying for β-hexosaminidase
activity in the cell supernatant, as described previously.39 In agonist
assays, degranulation was calculated as a percentage of maximal activity
in response to 200 nM recombinant human C3a, human C5a,38 or 10
nM agonist hexapeptide, FLPLAR.14 For antagonist assays, cells were
pretreated with peptides for 10 min prior to the addition of C3a, C5a,
or FLPLAR. EC50, IC50, and standard error values were obtained by
iterative curve fitting in GraphPad Prism v5.0.
Calcium Flux Assay. The human monocytic lymphoma cell line,

U937, was maintained in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10%
v/v fetal calf serum at 37 °C and 5% CO2. Prior to experimentation,
U937 cells were incubated for 48 h in 1 mM dibutyryl cAMP (Sigma-
Aldrich, USA) in order to differentiate the cells into a C3a-responsive
macrophage-like cell.14 Receptor activation was assessed using a
Flexstation 3 microplate reader (Molecular Devices, USA) and Fluo-4
dye (Invitrogen, USA) to detect increases in intracellular calcium
indicative of GPCR activation. For the agonist assays, responses were
calculated as a percentage of maximal activity compared to 10 μM of
the C3aR agonist, FLPLAR. For antagonist assays, cells were
pretreated with peptides for 10 min prior to the addition of 10 μM
FLPLAR. Dose−response curves were plotted and EC50 and IC50
values calculated using GraphPad Prism v5.0.
Poisson−Boltzmann Electrostatics. For electrostatic clustering,

the structures of the experimentally tested C3a peptide analogues were
generated using homology modeling with the Automodel module of
Modeler 9v9.40 The template used for the homology modeling
consisted of the 15 C-terminal residues from the last snapshot of the
10 ns MD simulation of whole C3a, described above. Sequence
alignments between the native peptide (named C3a-cterm), and the
12 analogues were generated using the R41 package Bio3D42 and
supplied as input to Modeler. The generated models were then
prepped using PDB2PQR43 in order to add atomic radii and partial
charges to the coordinate files according to the PARSE44 forcefield.
When adding charges in PDBPQR, the N-termini of all peptides were
neutralized because of the addition of the acetyl group, with the
exception of S4-noAc, which was positively charged, whereas all C-
termini were negatively charged. PDB2PQR was also used to generate
four alternative charged states of the native peptide by different
combinations of charges for His67 and His72. The number of peptide
structures used for electrostatic calculations was 16, including eight
newly designed sequences, four known sequences, and four native
peptides with alternative protonation state combinations for His67 and
His72. Electrostatic potentials were calculated using the linearized
Poisson−Boltzmann equation implemented in APBS.45 The dielectric
surface was defined as the contact surface using a probe sphere with
1.4 Å radius, resembling a water molecule, and the dielectric
coefficients were 20 for the protein interior and 78.54 for the solvent

(justification for dielectric of 20 for the protein interior is given in
Gorham et al.46). Electrostatic potentials were calculated by
embedding the peptides in a grid with 65 × 65 × 65 grid points
and dimensions of 52 Å × 38 Å × 40 Å. The peptide structures were
superimposed, and the same centering was used in the grid prior to
performing the calculations. Two sets of electrostatic potentials were
generated, corresponding to counterions at 0 and 150 mM ionic
strength. The ion accessibility surface was defined using a probe sphere
with a 2 Å radius, resembling a monovalent ion. Electrostatic similarity
calculations and clustering were performed for each set of electrostatic
potentials using the Analysis of Electrostatic Similarities of Proteins
(AESOP) framework.47−49 A 16 × 16 electrostatic distance matrix was
determined for each set of potentials using the pairwise localized
difference (LD) measure (eq 1).49

∑ ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ

= −
N

i j k i j k

(i j k i j k

LD
1

( ( , , ) ( , , )

/(max( , , ), ( , , ) )))

i j k
AB

, ,
A B

A B (1)

where LDAB is the similarity between proteins A and B, N is the
number of grid points, and ϕA(i,j,k) and ϕB(i,j,k) refer to the
electrostatic potentials of proteins A and B, respectively, at identical
grid points (i,j,k). The summation is over all grid points. This LD
corresponds to the average of the normalized error between all
corresponding grid points. According to this scheme, two peptides are
identical if they have LD 0 and totally different if they have LD 2.
Hierarchical clustering was performed based on the generated
electrostatic distance matrices using average linkage, and the clustering
results are presented as dendrograms, using R. The spatial
distributions of electrostatic potential were visualized and plotted as
isopotential contours using the molecular graphics program
Chimera.50
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